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Abstract 

Single-pass frequency conversion by a nonlinear optical crystal is 

an attractive method to generate coherent radiation in various spectral 

domains from ultraviolet to mid-infrared. Wavelength converters based on 

quasi-phase matched (QPM) periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) 

have proved to be important wavelength conversion devices for many 

useful applications. This thesis develops a novel integration design for 

temperature controlling and temperature wavelength tuning of a QPM

PPLN waveguide wavelength converter. A Cr/Pt/Au thin film alloy layer is 

deposited on a PPLN device with a polymer buffer layer to work as a 

micro-heater and a temperature sensor at the same time. The temperature 

of the device can be tailored by applying current to the micro-heater layer, 

which changes the effective period of the QPM grating and thus the QPM 

wavelength through the thermal optical effect (TOE). The device's 

temperature can be monitored by measuring the resistance change of the 

alloy layer. Micro-heater design and mode profile simulation are involved 

in the thesis. The entire device fabrication process is introduced. Both 

electrical and optical features of the device are characterized and 

discussed. In contrast to the conventional temperature tuning method 

based on a bulky oven, the proposed design has some excellent 

characteristics such as compact package size and low power consumption. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of Wavelength Conversions 

Since the invention of the first laser in the 1960s, the wavelength 

conversion of laser radiation has become an important technique widely 

used for solving various scientific and engineering problems. Especially in 

the past few decades, wavelength conversion technology has attracted 

more and more attention because of the increased requirement from the 

optical communications industry [1] and solid state laser field [2]. 

The fundamental physics of wavelength conversion is now 

reasonably well understood. In some nonlinear materials, given sufficient 

optical input power, electric dipoles of the new harmonic different than the 

incident wave can be generated. These new dipoles generate light at 

different frequencies that can be used independently, or to create new 

optical waves at other frequencies when interacting with input waves. The 

wavelength conversion devices must be fabricated with a technique called 

phase matching, which compensates the difference in phase velocity 

between the fundamental wave and its harmonic in a nonlinear material 

caused by natural dispersion. This technique ensures that the electric field 
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amplitudes of all the newly generated waves in the material add 

constructively to achieve maximum output power. 

Wavelength converters may be fabricated on a variety of materials, 

including semiconductors [3], nonlinear optical crystals [4], optical fibers [5] 

and organic polymers [6]. A material with a high nonlinear coefficient is 

required to achieve high conversion efficiency. Different materials are best 

suited for different wavelength conversion techniques. In general, 

wavelength conversion techniques can be categorized into three types: 

optoelectronic (OE-EO), optical switching and optical mixing [1]. The latter 

two are all-optical types. Table 1.1 and Fig 1.1 show the comparisons of 

various wavelength conversion techniques. 
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Figure 1.1 Characteristics of wavelength conversion types [1] 
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All-optical conversion 

OE/EO Optical Switching Type Optical Mixing Type 

XGM XPM DPM DFG FWM 

Typical Device PD/LD/IC 
SOA SOA SOA QPM SOA 
LD MZ MZ PPLN Fiber 

Data rate -40 Gbit/s -40 Gbit/s -40 Gbit/s -160 Gbit/s -1 Tbit/s -1 Tbit/s 

Transparency None/digital Digital Digital Digital Strict Strict 

Conversion 
Excellent Good Good Good Fair Fair efficiency 

Polarization 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No No insensitivity 

Bandwidth 
Depends on -30 nm -30 nm -30 nm -60 nm -40 nm light source 

Chirp Small High Small Small Reverse Reverse 

Ready for 
Reduced Transparency, 

Advantages 
deployment, Simple 

chirp, Higher data 
broad Transparency regeneration configuration rate 

of the signal 
distortion bandwidth 

Low 
conversion 

High noise, Narrow Narrow 
Low efficiency and 

Limited conversion bandwidth, 
Disadvantages bandwidth 

signal input input 
efficiency, large 

and cost 
degradation dynamic dynamic 

polarization spontaneous and chirp range range 
dependent noise, 

polarization 
dependent 

Table 1.1 Companson of Wavelength conversion techniques [1, 7] 
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Optoelectronic wavelength conversion is the most straightforward 

conversion technique. In this type, the input optical signal is converted to 

the electronic signal by a photo detector. Then after electronic 

amplification, reshaping and re-timing, the electronic signal is converted 

back to an optical signal by a laser at a different wavelength. 

Optoelectronic conversion is a more readily applicable compared to others 

due to the mature and low cost optoelectronic devices, such as distributed 

feedback (DFB) lasers, semiconductor photo detectors and integrated 

circuits. The limitation of optoelectronic wavelength conversion is the poor 

transparency of the signal format and bit rate, which have become a 

bottleneck in high speed optical fiber communication systems. 

In all-optical wavelength conversion, optical signals are directly 

converted to different wavelength signals without going through OE or EO 

devices. Using all-optical conversion techniques greatly enhances the 

conversion speed and has excellent transparency to signal format, which 

is very important for photonic networks. 

While the optoelectronic technique will still remain in the market, 

several all-optical techniques have been demonstrated to implement 

wavelength conversion. These can be either incoherent techniques 

{optical switching) or coherent techniques (optical mixing). 

The principle of optical switching type wavelength conversion is that 

a signal light drives an optical switch to convert the signal light to a 
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different wavelength signal light and the bit patterns of the input are copied 

to the output [7]. This type wavelength converter is usually based on 

semiconductor materials. It includes cross-gain modulation (XGM), cross 

phase modulation (XPM) and differential phase modulation (DPM). The 

XGM type is based on carrier density variation in a semiconductor optical 

amplifier (SOA) caused by the input signal light. The XPM and DPM types 

are based on an interference switch that uses refractive index change in 

the SOAs caused by the input signal light. The merits of these optical 

switching type converters include simplicity, polarization independency, 

good power efficiency and reasonably high bit rate. On the other hand, the 

shortcomings are obvious. The SOA converters will add spontaneous 

emission noise to the converted signals, the carrier life time limits the bit 

rate (XGM, XPM) and the operation stability is still a problem (DPM). 

Optical mixing type wavelength converters are based on the 

nonlinear optical response of a material. The signal light and a pump light 

interact with each other and generate a third wavelength due to the 

second-order (DFG) or third-order (FWM) nonlinear susceptibility of the 

medium [8, 9]. The phase and amplitude information of the signal light is 

completely transferred to the third light, which means the optical mixing 

type wavelength converters are strictly transparent to the signal format. 

Moreover, it achieves wavelength conversion with wide wavelength 

bandwidth at very high bit rate. Since there is no active device involved, 
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the nonlinear parametric process is usually free of excess noise. However, 

optical mixing type wavelength conversion is polarization dependent and 

needs some phase matching techniques to compensate the difference in 

phase velocity, especially for the second order nonlinear process. 

Among the large number of nonlinear materials that can be used for 

wavelength conversion, lithium niobate (LiNb03) crystals have proven to 

be one of the most attractive choices. Especially since researchers have 

developed the mature and commercial techniques to achieve quasi-phase 

matching in lithium niobate crystal, which could dramatically enhance the 

second order nonlinear efficiency. Currently, QPM-LiNb03 wavelength 

conversion devices have been widely researched for the entire 

transparency window of lithium niobate. 

1.2 General Applications of Wavelength Converters 

Wavelength converters offer a variety of important applications in 

the photonics field. These applications include optical data storage [2], 

spectroscopy [1 0], optical gating and switching [11 ], UV and visible light 

generation [2], optical sampling [12], soliton formation [13], and 

environmental monitoring [14]. The emerging demands from the optical 

communications field and solid state lasers field have recently accelerated 

the development of wavelength converters. 
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WDM optical communications network 

This is an exciting time for telecommunications. The use of the 

Internet has completely changed people's lives. Consequently, the 

dramatic increase of data transmission has also brought a huge change to 

the telecommunications network all over the world. The increasing amount 

of communication traffic means that more and more capacity is required 

for the network system. For this purpose, wavelength division multiplexing 

(WDM) technologies have been developed to replace the time division 

multiplexing (TOM) technique to enhance the capacity of optical networks. 

In WDM systems, multiple independent signal channels carried by 

different wavelengths are simultaneously transmitted through the same 

fiber, which upgrades the capacity and flexibility of communication 

networks to a whole new level. 

Currently, wavelength conversion devices have been recognized 

as one of the key devices for the WDM network because they decrease 

the channel blocking probability and make it possible to reuse 

wavelengths at each cross-connect node [15]. The efficient use of 

wavelength resources can furthermore increase the flexibility of the 

network. To meet the requirements for WDM networks, a wavelength 

conversion device has to have highly efficient conversion, high bit rate, 

low noise, transparency to optical signal formats, and polarization 

insensitivity. Wavelength converters should also be cascadable, have a 
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wide input power dynamic range, and operate using the same wavelength 

as the input one. 

In WDM networks, although OE-EO type wavelength converters are 

still the mainstream in the market, all-optical wavelength converters are 

expected to dominate the future. Both optical switching type and optical 

mixing type wavelength conversion devices have been proposed and 

studied in some experimental WDM networks systems, but quasi-phase

matched LiNb03 (QPM-LN) waveguides are superior to the others. They 

can convert high-speed signals of 1 THz or more, have no signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) degradation and no signal format dependence, and can 

simultaneously convert a group of broadband wavelengths [3]. QPM 

LiNb03 waveguides are conventionally fabricated by the annealed proton 

exchange (APE) technique [16]. The commonly used techniques are the 

DFG and cascaded second harmonic generation (SHG) and DFG. In order 

to eliminate the wavelength shift caused by photorefractive damage, the 

devices normally need to be heated over 1 00 oc or use MgO- or ZnO 

doped LiNb03 which are more damage resistant [17]. 

Laser sources 

Since T. Maiman demonstrated the first working laser in 1960, 

lasers have become one of the most important tools not only in scientific 

research fields but also in people's everyday life. Historically, laser 

applications have been limited by the restricted number of laser 
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wavelengths or colours that are conveniently available. The two largest 

laser applications are optical storage devices, such as COs and DVDs, 

and fiber optical communication. These two fields have both benefited 

from the great research achievements of visible and near-infrared 

semiconductor lasers. However, the semiconductor lasers operating at 

wavelengths in ultraviolet, blue-green-yellow and longer than 2 1-1m are still 

not commercialized. There are many promising laser applications in these 

ranges have not seen commercial deployment, such as dense optical data 

storage, bio-research, color display and environmental monitoring [2]. 

Currently, the gas or dye lasers and some quantum cascaded lasers 

available in these ranges are still relatively bulky, fragile and expensive. 

Moreover, most of them have a short lifetime and require professional 

maintenance or special working conditions. A series of compact lasers 

cover these regions would be more desirable. 

Only one year after the invention of the laser, Franken's initial 

second harmonic generation experiment opened a new way to achieve the 

laser at certain wavelengths [18]. Combining nonlinear crystals and 

currently commercial semiconductor lasers or solid-state lasers, a highly 

efficient laser output in the wavelength range from UV to Mid-IR can be 

achieved by some wavelength conversion techniques. 

The short wavelength of UV lasers makes them particularly 

desirable for many industrial applications. Light in the UV range permits 
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various types of non-thermal (cold) processing. These applications include 

the removal of sub-micrometer-thick layers of material as in laser eye 

surgery, marking an object by UV photon induced color changes of the 

surface, and UV lithography for fabricating nano scale structured devices 

[19]. Historically, most ultraviolet (UV) applications relied primarily on UV 

lamps. In the past decades, the development of the excimer and solid

state UV lasers gave researchers access to higher-power UV radiation. 

QPM-SHG wavelength conversion is one of the most attractive methods 

for generating a UV light source with compact size systems because it has 

significant advantages in phase matching arbitrary wavelengths and in 

reaching high nonlinear coefficients by using of an appropriate period of 

domain inversion. Generation of UV light by QPM-SHG has been reported 

for bulk- and waveguide-type devices made from LiNb03, LiTa03, and 

KTiOP04 [20, 21]. However, generation of UV light from QPM materials 

has several limitations, such as low transparency at UV wavelengths, 

difficulties in fabricating a first-order nonlinear grating, and optical damage. 

These limitations can be overcome by using periodically poled magnesium 

oxide (MgO) doped or stoichiometric LiNb03. Moreover, MgO doped 

LiNb03 has shorter cut-off wavelength, which extends to 320 nm, and 

higher resistance to photorefractive damage [22]. Periodically poled MgO 

doped LiNb03 is thus attractive for the generation of radiation in the UV 

even below 355 nm. At this time, researchers are still trying to develop 

10 
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suitable poling techniques to produce a period of less than 2 IJm in a Z-cut 

crystal for the first-order QPM-UV-SHG. 

Recently, compact reliable visible lasers have attracted a great 

amount of research attention since the laser-based display technology is 

expected to be a superior alternative to existing display systems in large 

screen projection market for business and home theatre [23]. Laser light 

sources can provide extremely wide color expression with faster response 

time and longer life time than any lamp light sources. For the three 

additive primary colors, red, green, and blue (RGB), the red 

semiconductor laser diodes are already commercially available. Several 

companies have developed blue laser diodes with output power in the 

order of Watts, but their cost and life time are still need more 

improvements [24]. Reportedly, semiconductor laser diodes in the green 

region will not be available for many years at power levels and at 

wavelengths suitable for display applications. Traditional gas- and dye

based green lasers emitting blue-green light are limited by their large size, 

inefficient, and cumbersome maintainance. Therefore, combining solid 

state lasers and appropriate wavelength conversion techniques seems to 

be the only alternative to achieve highly efficient and economical multi

watt blue-green lasers at this time. Research groups around the world 

have already achieved visible lasers by wavelength conversion techniques 

with several watts or even tens of watts of output power for CW and 
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thousands of watts of peak power for pulsed lasers. Besides display 

applications, these blue-green lasers can also be used for dense optical 

data storage, biotechnologies, and submarine communications [2]. 

There are many military and commercial applications for the laser 

in the Mid-infrared (Mid-IR) region, which is located in the spectroscopy 

from about 2 IJm to 5 IJm. These applications, such as environmental 

monitoring (chemical sensors and gas detection), biomedical analysis, and 

high-resolution spectroscopy, attract many research groups all over the 

world to develop high power, compact and low cost Mid-IR laser sources. 

Various methods have been proposed and studied to generate a Mid-IR 

laser, such as antimonide diode lasers [25], quantum cascade technology 

[26], lead-salt tunable diode lasers[27], tunable solid-state lasers and 

wavelength conversion techniques [14, 28]. Among the reported mid-IR 

light generation techniques, those based on DFG in a periodically poled 

nonlinear medium or other nonlinear optical crystals have attracted special 

attention due to broad tunable wavelength region, narrow linewidth, room 

temperature operation, low noise, low power consumption, compact size 

and ruggedness. The drawback of this method is that it is difficult to 

couple the lights into the crystal since the wavelength difference is large in 

the DFG process and the output power generated from this process is 

lower. Recently, NTT developed a ridge waveguide device based on 

PPLN to overcome this problem. The ridge structure confines both the 
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input and output light in a waveguide with a less than 100 1-1m2 cross

section area, which has greatly increased the conversion efficiency [29, 

30]. 

1.3 Motivation of the Research 

Two different designs have been used to achieve SHG conversion: 

intra-cavity and single-pass. While intra-cavity designs tend to achieve 

higher efficiencies than single-pass structures, they are significantly 

harder to construct and take a long time to implement. Highly efficient 

single-pass SHG is therefore desirable for generating coherent radiation in 

various spectral domains from ultraviolet to mid-infrared. Over the years, 

LiNb03 has been the most attractive material of choice for frequency 

conversion, because it is a mature and readily available material with a 

large second-order nonlinear coefficient and wide transparency bandwidth 

covering a useful range from 350 to 5000 nm. To achieve efficient 

frequency conversion, a phase matching technique has to be employed to 

compensate the phase matching between the interacting waves. Recently, 

the QPM technique has been recognized as an attractive method to 

achieve efficient wavelength conversion. Compared with other phase 

matching methods such as birefringent phase matching (BPM) technique, 

the QPM technique allows the use of the largest nonlinear coefficient over 
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the whole transparent spectral range of the crystal without the walk-off 

effect. 

The QPM condition is closely related to the periodic structure along 

the propagation direction, so the tolerance of QPM devices to temperature 

variations and wavelength are usually small. In other words, the operation 

temperature and the fundamental wavelength have to be controlled in a 

narrow region to satisfy the QPM condition. As a result, a temperature 

control system is usually required for the QPM devices to achieve stable 

operation. Moreover, the PPLN devices normally need to be heated over 

100 °C to eliminate the refractive index change caused by photorefractive 

damage. Even devices based on more damage resistant MgO- or ZnO

doped LiNbo3, are usually operated at a temperature higher than room 

temperature (about 60 °C) to remove any possible effects of the 

photorefractive damage [17]. 

On the other hand, in some biomedical or environmental monitoring 

applications, it is desirable to tune the converted wavelength. Several 

methods have been studied to achieve tunable QPM devices, such as 

angle tuning [31], aperiodic QPM grating [32, 33], tapered waveguide [34] 

and temperature tuning [35]. Compared with other tuning methods, 

temperature tuning is more attractive because of its simplicity. When the 

temperature is tuned, the QPM period is effectively changed due to the 

temperature dependence of the refractive indexes. Moreover, the 
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temperature tuning technique can maintain the conversion efficiency over 

in the entire tuning range, which can barely be achieved by the other 

tuning techniques. 

Conventional temperature controlling and tuning methods often 

include external oven (for bulk devices) or TEC (for waveguide devices), 

which are usually cost high power consumption and cannot achieve fast 

tuning. In many PPLN experiments, an external oven from Thorlabs 

(model PV40) is used to heat the devices. The volume of the oven is 

about 60 cm3
. Additionally, it requires a heater controller (Thorlab, model 

TC200) to supply the power and control the temperature. The heater 

controller can control the oven's temperature from room temperature to 

200 °C with a resolution of 0.1 °C. The power consumption of this heating 

system is 25 W. In commercial PPLN packages, semiconductor thermal 

electric coolers (TEC) are used for temperature controlling. The volume of 

TECs is usually about several cubic centimetres, and the power 

consumption is several Watts or tens of Watts. In this project, we 

demonstrate a novel design which integrates a micro heater structure with 

a conventional PPLN wavelength converter to achieve compact, low 

power consumption temperature controlling and fast tuning method. A 

Cr/Pt/Au multilayer metal thin film is deposited on a PPLN sample with a 

polymer buffer layer to work as a micro-heater. When applying current to 

the micro-heater, the temperature in the micro-heater area is tuned. 
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Therefore, the effective period of the QPM waveguide device is changed 

due to the temperature dependence of the refractive index of PPLN, which 

ultimately leads to the change of QPM wavelength. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis contains a total of 6 chapters. The primary goal of this 

thesis is to demonstrate a novel compact integration design for tunable 

lithium niobate wavelength converters. 

Chapter 2 provides a general introduction to the fundamentals of 

lithium niobate wavelength converters. It includes the nonlinear 

mechanisms behind the wavelength conversion process and a description 

of properties of lithium niobate crystal. Since we use a temperature tuning 

method, the temperature dependence of lithium niobate devices is also 

discussed. 

Chapter 3 places emphasis on device design. The design of micro

heater structure is briefly introduced at first. Then there is some discussion 

about the change of the mode profile of the annealed proton exchanged 

(APE) waveguide after it has been covered by a polymer layer. 

Chapter 4 introduces the whole fabrication process, from QPM 

grating fabrication, APE waveguide, and micro-heater deposition. 
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Chapter 5 describes the experiment setups and the discussion 

about all the experiment results. In order to avoid the misalignment 

caused by the different thermal expansion of lithium niobate and fiber, 

some basic packaging experiments are applied first. Then, both electrical 

and optical features of the device have been examined. 

Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of the most important 

achievements in this thesis and suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FUNDAMENTALS OF LITHIUM NIOBATE QUASI
PHASE-MATCHED WAVELENGTH CONVERTERS 

2.1 Nonlinear Optical Interactions 

Optical mixing type wavelength conversion is based on the 

nonlinear optical properties of certain dielectric materials. A dielectric 

material is made up of atoms comprising a positively charged nucleus 

surrounded by an electron cloud (Figure 2.1 ). In equilibrium conditions, the 

positive and negative charges form a symmetrical structure. When an 

external electric field is applied on the material , the electric force distorts 

the electron cloud . This distortion causes a separation of the centers of 

positive and negative charges . The displacement of negative charge 

center from positive charge center is called polarization [2] . 

No Electric Field <r---------' E 

Figure 2.1 Electric polarization in a dielectric material 
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All dielectric materials have a macroscopic electric polarization 

density (P) which can be mathematically described as a power series of 

the applied electric field (E): 

P = EoX(l) E + EoX(Z) E2 + EoX(3) E3 + ... (2.1) 

where c:0 is the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum, x is known as the 

dielectric susceptibility. xCl) and xCn) is the linear and n-th order nonlinear 

susceptibility, respectively. In the case of conventional linear optics, since 

xCl) » xC2
), and the applied electric field strength is not that strong, the 

high order part can be ignored. The induced polarization depends linearly 

upon the electric field strength: 

(2.2) 

this first term does not produce new frequency components, and is only 

responsible for the linear optical phenomena such as refraction, diffraction, 

and dispersion. 

When studying the interaction between a laser beam and a certain 

medium, the electric field strength is so strong that the high order terms 

cannot be ignored. For most materials, xCz) » xC3), so the second order 

nonlinear phenomenon is easy to observe in these materials when 

interacting with lasers. The second order term in equation (2.1 ): 

(2.3) 

is so called second order nonlinear polarization. Generally, three-wave 

mixing takes place through the second-order nonlinear polarization. 
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The nonlinear polarization acts as the source of new frequency 

components of the electromagnetic field. If we consider two light fields 

with two different frequencies, w1 and w2 , impinging on the crystal: 

(2.4) 

then the second order nonlinear polarization then becomes: 

The output consists of a time independent DC term (optical 

rectification, OR) and four terms involving new frequencies (Figure 2.2): 

2w1 , 2w2 : Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) 

w1 + w2 : Sum Frequency Generation (SFG) 

w1 - w 2 : Difference Frequency Generation (DFG) 

Wz 

------• w1 

------+ Wz 

--------+ 2w1 

------+ 2w2 

Figure 2.2 Geometry of two wave interaction 

W1 + Wz 

W1- Wz 

Theoretically, all the four nonzero frequency components should be 

present in the nonlinear polarization if there are two different frequency 

incident radiations. However, typically no more than one of these 
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components will be present in the nonlinear optical interactions. That is 

because the nonlinear polarization can efficiently generate an output 

radiation only if a certain phase-matching condition is satisfied, and 

usually this condition cannot be satisfied for more than one frequency 

component of the nonlinear polarization. The phase-matching condition 

will be discussed in the third section of this chapter. 

SHG is the simplest three-wave mixing interaction. It can be treated 

as a special case of SFG, such that w1 = w2 . In other words, there is only 

one incident radiation at frequency w. Then for the equation 2.5, the output 

only has the second harmonic term 2w left. That is the reason why SHG is 

also called frequency doubling. Figure 2.2 shows the energy-level diagram 

describing SHG, two photons at frequency w are destroyed and one 

photon at frequency Zw is simultaneously created in a single quantum

mechanical process. The whole process satisfies energy conservation. 

The solid and dashed lines represent the atomic ground state and virtual 

levels, respectively [36]. 
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w 

2w 

'" 

Figure 2.3 Energy-level diagram describing SHG [36] 

Under proper SHG experimental conditions, nearly all of the 

incident radiation power can be converted to radiation at the second 

harmonic generation frequency. Moreover, SHG is commonly used as the 

first practical nonlinear frequency conversion process when developing a 

new nonlinear optical material or device. Preliminary SHG demonstrations 

also indicate a design's practicality for other conversion techniques such 

as difference and sum frequency generation or optical parametric 

oscillation and amplification. 

2.2 Wave Equation and Coupled-Mode equation 

In this section, we first examine how Maxwell's equations describe 

the generation of new frequency components of the field, and see how the 

various frequency components of the field become coupled by the 

nonlinear interaction. At first, we write Maxwell's equations in Sl units as: 
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V·D = p (2.6) 

V·B = 0 (2.7) 

iJB 
VxE= 

iJt 
(2.8) 

av 
VXH=]+at (2.9) 

where is E the electric field, His the magnetic field, D is the electric flux 

density, B is the magnetic flux density,] is the free current density, and p 

is free charge density. Since we are dealing with a dielectric material, we 

have: 

]=0 

p=O 

we also assume that the material is nonmagnetic, so that 

B = J.lH = J.loH 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

where f.l is permeability of material and f.lo is the permeability of free space. 

Then we consider the nonlinear polarization: 

D = EE = EoEr · E + P (2.13) 

where E is the permittivity, Eo is the permittivity of free space, Er is the 

relative permittivity. 

Taking the curl of both side of equation (2.8): 

a 
V X V X E = -- (V X B) at 
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Combing equations (2.9), (2.1 0), (2.12), and (2.14), we can get the 

following equation: 

az 
V X V X E = -110 - D ot2 

(2.15) 

Using (2.13) and vector identity (V x v x E = VV · E- V2 E) in the 

case of no sources (V · E = 0), we can get the inhomogeneous optical 

wave equation under the slowly varying amplitude approximation is 

derived as: 

(2.16) 

where the polarization vector P is often split into its linear and nonlinear 

parts as: 

P(r, t) = p(l)(r, t) + pNL(r, t) 

Both E(r, t) and P(r, t) can be decomposed into a set of finite plane 

waves: 

E(r, t) = L Ene-iCwnt-kn·r) 

n 

p(l)(r, t) = L x(l)(wn). En(Wn, kn) 

n 

pNL(r, t) = L pNL(r)e-iCwnt-kn·r) 

n 

where En is the spatially slowly varying amplitude of the electric field. 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Substituting (2.17), (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) into (2.16), the wave equation 

now becomes as: 
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(2.21) 

then, for n fields E, there should be a set of n + 1 couple wave equations. 

In a second order nonlinear process, we only focus on the second 

order polarization, which is given in the form as: 

(2.22) 

In the technical literatures, rather than xCZ\ it is more common to 

see the 'nonlinear coefficient' d, which is defined as 

x<z) 
d=-

2 
(2.23) 

Then, for the SHG process, the component of the second order 

polarization can be written as: 

(2.24) 

p(2) = de: £2 
2w 0 w (2.25) 

then we can reach the following coupled mode equations for SHG process: 

aEw(z) __ . *E ( )E* ( ) -itlkz 
az - lK 2w z w z e (2.26) 

aE2w(z) - -. E ( )E* ( ) it::.kz az - lK w Z w Z e (2.27) 

where ilk is the phase velocity mismatch due to material dispersion, which 

is defined as: 

(2.28) 

where k2w and kw are the propagation constants of pump and SHG light. 
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The parameter K is the coupling coefficient for the SHG process, 

which is defined in the form of: 

(2.29) 

where, Eo and flo is the permittivity and permeability of free space, 

respectively, nw and n2 w are the refractive index of pump and SHG light. 

Aett is the effective area. In waveguide devices, it is convenient to 

assume the Aett close to the area of guided mode profiles. deft is the 

effective SHG coefficient. When we assume the interaction optical beam 

having uniform cross sections in a homogeneous medium, deft can be 

considered equalling nonlinear coefficient d. 

With boundary condition: Ew(O) = E0 and E2w(O) = 0, where E0 is 

the amplitude of the incident pump light, the coupled-mode equations 

(2.26) and (2.27) can be solved under two different assumptions. 

1) Pump nondepletion solution: If the conversion efficiency is low, 

therefore there is a very small depletion of the pump light power. We can 

approximate that Ew(z) = E0 • Then, combining the coupled-mode 

equations (2.26) and (2.27), we can get: 

E ( ) __ . E2 (il:J.kz) (sin!:J.kz/2) 
2w z - tK 0 exp llkz 

2 -
2 

(2.30) 
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(2.31) 

and the SHG conversion efficiency is defined as: 

(2.32) 

The normalized conversion efficiency rJnor• another commonly used 

parameter to represent the conversion performance, is given in the form 

as: 

_ P2w(L) _ 8rr2 d 2 sin2 (11kz/2)_1_ 
11nor - pz (0)£2 - n2 n II.Z CE eft (11kz/2) 2 A w w 2w w 0 eft 

(2.33) 

It is only depends on the nonlinear properties of the medium and the 

overlap of the interacting waves. 

2) Pump depletion solution: If the conversion efficiency is high enough that 

the pump amplitude cannot be treated as a constant. The coupled-mode 

equations (2.26) and (2.27) must be solved with the boundary condition 

(Ew(O) = £ 0 , E2w(O) = 0) and the power conservation relation: 

(2.34) 

The equations were solved in previous literatures. The SHG output power 

under pump depletion assumption is given by: 

[ 
Pw(O) l P2 w(z) = Pw(O)tanh2 C -A--z 

eft 
(2.35) 
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where 

C = 8rrwdeff ~ 
c 2.fi ~Fc 

(2.36) 

This function is plotted in Figure 2.4. We can see that the conversion 

efficiency approaches 100% asymptotically with increasing the crystal 

length . As we discuss before, only at low conversion efficiency, power 

nondepletion assumption can be applied . From Figure 2.4, we can see 

that the low efficiency approximation is adequate to around 1 0% 

conversion efficiency. 

I 

T f' - po.::.r dep~~~ 
- po~Ner nordepletion ) 

I 
I 

- --- __j_ --- _ l_ _____ -'--- _t ___ - L---- _ _J-- ___ ___]____ --

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Crystal length (mm) 

Figure 2.4 Dependence of SHG efficiency on interaction length under power 
depletion assumption (blue line) and power nondepletion assumption (green line) 
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2.3 Phase Matching 

Equation (2 .32) shows all the factors which will affect the SHG 

output power. Apparently , using longer devices based on higher second 

nonlinear coefficient and confining the incident beam and generated beam 

within a small cross-section area will lead to higher SHG conversion 

efficiency. Moreover, the major factor affecting the output power shown in 

(2 .32) is the wavevector mismatch !J.k = k 2w - k w = ;: (n 2w - nw) , which 

is called the phase matching condition . It is easy to draw the relationship 

between SHG conversion efficiency and phase mismatch (Figure 2.5) . 

.. r
... ~ 

_,. I 

~ I 
~ 0.71 
~ o.s ~l 
~ 
c 0.5 -
0 
;; I i 0. 4~ 
C) 0 .3 

a; ···r 
0.1 

--T---~-----,-------r----~----,----~ 

I 
- I 

I 

-I 
I 

I 

-j 

·1 0 4 
phase mismatch (PI) 

Figure 2.5 Effects of phase mismatch on the SHG conversion efficiency 

Obviously, only when the !J.k = 0, or perfect phase matching , will the 

output power achieve the maximum value . In the meantime, on the wave 
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propagation direction , SHG power can continuously increase only when 

the phase perfect matched . Otherwise, the SHG output power oscillates 

between zero and its maximum value , which leads a dramatic decrease in 

the conversion efficiency (Figure 2.6). 

1 ~--- ---,------ ------.--- - -- T------r --- --~----- -T-- -::._ 0 ~ 

- 0.41 0.9 - o.a 
I - 1 

o.t ' -1 
o.7r -~ 

-;- I I 
.i I I 
\.. o.sr -~ 

~ I I 
o I I 
~ o.st- -1 

f 0.4~ 
" :I: 

"' 0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

25 40 

Figure 2.6 Growth of SHG power along the propagation direction with 
different phase mismatch 

The phase matching condition usually is difficult to achieve 

because the refractive index of the material is an increasing function of 

frequency in the normal dispersion range . For example, in SHG process, 

to satisfy phase matching condition , n 2w and nw has to be equal , which is 

impossible while 2w > w . In principle , it is possible to achieve the phase-

matching condition by making use of abnormal dispersion, in which the 

decrease in refractive index with increasing frequency occurs near an 
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absorption feature [36]. However, the most typical method for achieving 

phase matching is to make use of the birefringence property of many 

nonlinear optical crystals. 

Birefringence is the dependence of the refractive index on the 

direction of polarization of the light. By carefully choosing the polarizations 

of fundamental light and generated light, the phase matching condition will 

be satisfied. 

For instance, in a negative uniaxial crystal, the category which most 

common nonlinear optical crystals belong to, the extraordinary axis has a 

smaller refractive index than the ordinary axes. Then, to achieve the 

phase matching condition for SHG process, we have two methods: 

ne(2w) = n 0 (w) (2.37) 

E 0 (w) + E 0 (w) ~ Ee(2w) (2.38) 

or 

1 
ne(2w) = 2 [n 0 (w) + ne(w)] (2.39) 

E 0 (w) + Ee(w) ~ Ee(Zw) (2.40) 

the condition specified by equations 2.37 & 2.38 is called "Type-1 phase 

matching" and the condition given by 2.39 & 2.40 is called "Type-2 phase 

matching". BPM is usually achieved by a method called angle tuning. This 

method involves precise angular orientation of the crystal with respect to 

the propagation direction of the incident light. However, the angle tuning 

method has one serious drawback. If there is an angle with any value 
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other than 0 or 90 degree between the propagating direction of 

extraordinary wave and the optical axis, the Poynting vector Sand the 

propagation vector k will not be parallel. As a result, the ordinary and 

extraordinary rays with parallel propagation vectors will quickly diverge 

from each other. This walk-off effect decreases the overlap of fundamental 

waves and generated waves, which limits the nonlinear optical conversion 

efficiency. 

For some crystals, the amount of birefringence is strongly 

temperature-dependent. As a result, it is possible to achieve phase 

matching in these crystals by controlling the device at a certain 

temperature. This method is called temperature tuning. 

BPM methods are limited by many factors, such as angle, 

wavelength and temperature. There is another method known as quasi

phase matching (QPM) that can be used to achieve phase matching. The 

idea of QPM was first proposed by Armstrong in 1962 [37]. But there was 

no practical technique to realize QPM for wavelength conversion until 

1980's [38]. 

QPM does not depend on birefringence of materials, but instead, 

on creating a periodic domain inverse structure in the nonlinear optical 

material. This periodic domain inverse structure periodically inverts one of 

the crystalline axes, often the optical axis of a ferroelectric material. This 

inversion leads the sigh of the nonlinear coupling coefficient deft (deft = 
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xC2) /2) periodically inverting. The inversion period /\ is carefully chosen 

as twice of the coherent length lc Clc = ll:). Thus, each time the amplitude 

of generated electric field is about to decrease due to the phase mismatch, 

the reversal of the sign of polarization occurs which allows the amplitude 

to continue increasing. Through this mean, the nonzero wavevector 

mismatch can be compensated. Figure 2.7 illustrates the comparison 

effect of three phase matching conditions. 

10.----.----.---~---------.~-------,~---r~---r----, 
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Figure 2.7 Growth of second-harmonic power in a nonlinear crystal with phase 
matching (dashed curve), without phase matching (dotted curve), and with quasi
phase matching (solid curve) (http://www.rp-hotonics.com/guasi phase matching.html, 
accessed Sept. 2008) 

Compared to other phase matching methods, QPM technique has 

many advantages. Table 2.1 shows a brief comparison between QPM and 

BPM. Although the conversion efficiency of QPM is theoretically lower 
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than the perfect phase matching, using QPM technique usually 

dramatically enhances the conversion efficiency in practical applications 

because QPM can use the largest nonlinear coefficient while usually it is 

impossible for BPM. Moreover there is no limitation for QPM method, so 

wavelength conversion in the whole transparent window of the crystal can 

be achieved simply by choosing the appropriate QPM structure period. 

Quasi-Phase Matching Birefringent Phase Matching 

Noncritical phase matching, no Mostly critical phase matching, 
walk off walk off 

Larger diagonal nonlinear coefficients Only smaller, non-diagonal 
can be used coefficients can be used 

Phase matching any wavelength Limited phase matching 
combinations within crystal wavelength (e.g. no blue SHG for 

transparency LiNb03) 

Tuning via temperature, multiple or 
continuous fan-out type grating Tuning via temperature and angle 

periods 

Wide acceptance bandwidth/angle, Limited acceptance 
easy to align bandwidth/angle, difficult to align 

User design friendly criteria 
Table 1.1 Companson of QPM and BPM 

A number of different technologies have been developed for the 

fabrication of quasi-phase matched structure in past decades, including 

direct writing by electron beams, titanium indiffusion, electric-field poling 
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and techniques based on wafer bonding [39]. Some of them are already 

matured and cost efficient. The detail of the fabrication of QPM structure 

will be introduced in next chapter. 

2.4 Properties of Lithium Niobate 

Due to the emerging demands of wavelength conversion devices in 

many science and engineering fields, many nonlinear optical crystals that 

can be used to obtain high efficient conversion, such as Lithium Niobate 

(LiNb03), Beta Barium Borate (Beta-BaB204 I BBO), Potassium Titanium 

Oxide Phosphate (KTiOP04 I KTP), Lithium Triborate (LiB305 I LBO), 

Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP), and Lithium Tantalate (LiTa03), 

have been developed. Among them, LiNb03, often referred to as "the 

silicon of nonlinear optics," is one of the most versatile and well-developed 

nonlinear optical materials (Figure 2.8). The basic material properties of 

LiNb03 are very promising for practical applications. Lithium niobate, 

which is not present in the nature, is permitted to grow in quite large 

crystals by mature and low cost techniques. It is already produced at a 

volume of over 100 tons per year. In other words, this is a non expensive 

starting material for devices. 
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Figure 2.8 Lithium Niobate Crystal 
(http ://physics.nankai.edu.cn/grzy/zhangl/english/prod01.htm, accessed Sept. 2008) 

General Properties: 

melting point: 
crystal symmetry: 
hardness 
stoichiometry 

ferroelectricity 

Optical related properties: 

transparency region 
optical anisotropy 
refractive indices 
optical homogeneity 
optical effects 

1260 oc 
trigonal , point group 3m 
5 Mohs 
nonstoichiometric, -6% Li deficiency 
easy to dope in high concentration 
Curie temperature T c = 1150 oc 
Spontaneous polarization 
Ps(RT) - 96 C/m2 

180° domains 

VIS/NIR (-350 nm to -5 IJm) 
uniaxial , c-axis 
n0 = 2.286, ne = 2.203 (632.8 nm) 

acousto-optic, electro-optic 
second order nonlinearity 
bulk photovoltaic effect 
photorefractive effect 

Table 2.2 Basic properties of lithium niobate crystal [40, 41] 
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Lithium niobate is a solid crystalline material, which is chemically 

very stable at room temperature and quite stable to environmental 

humidity. Single crystals of this material were first fabricated by using the 

Czochralski technique of pulling from the melt by Ballman in 1965. To date, 

the crystal growth industry is able to provide very homogeneous crystals 

of several kilograms and three or four inches in diameter. Table 2.1 shows 

a summary of the main properties of the lithium niobate crystal. It is a 

ferroelectric material below a very high Curie temperature (ferroelectrics 

are materials exhibiting a spontaneous electric dipole moment, analogous 

to magnetic dipoles in ferromagnetic material). The combination of 

excellent electro-optical, acoustic-optical and non-linear optical properties 

makes LiNb03 an attractive host material for various useful applications. It 

is used mostly in radio frequency surface acoustic wave filters due to its 

large piezoelectric coefficient. The electro-optic effect, with moderately 

high coefficient, is a very useful property when manufacturing of high

speed digital modulators for telecommunication systems. The pure 

material is transparent from the band gap edge absorption at about 320 

nm (-3.9 eV) up to the first infrared vibrational absorptions at a 

wavelength of about 5 IJm (0.25 eV) providing low loss for all UV, visible 

and mid-infrared light propagating, which is very important for photonic 

applications. 
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Li 

- Nb 

- 0 

Figure 2.9 Hexagonal crystal structure of LiNb03 [42] 

The crystalline structure of this material at room temperature 

corresponds to the trigonal 3m point group (Figure 2.9) [42] . The crystal is 

optically uniaxial , with two refractive indices: ordinary and extraordinary. 

Both indices have values larger than two over the entire transparency 

window, which makes it necessary to fit antireflection coating layers on the 

optical surfaces in many cases. 
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Figure 2.10 (a) para-electric phase of LiNb03 (b) ferro-electric phase of LiNb03 [43] 

As most of niobium oxides, lithium niobate belong to the 

ferroelectrics . In the high temperature (para-electric) phase, the crystal 

has inversion symmetry (Figure 2.10 (a)) . When the crystal is cooled 

below the phase transition temperature, or Curie temperature, it 

undergoes a phase transition to the ferro-electric phase (Figure 2.10 (b)) . 

Consequently , no further phase transition is observed below the Curie 

temperature, and there is no structural mismatch between neighbouring 

domains. As shown in Figure 2.1 0, in the lithium niobate crystal structure, 

the oxygen planes are represented by lines with the cations between the 

plans. The cations are displaced from the center position , defining the 

direction of the polar Z-axis. The phase transition is caused by the 

different displacement of the cations. Thus, a uniform crystal with a 
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spontaneous polarization pointing to the same direction can be achieved 

by a poling step after growth. An electric field is applied while the crystal is 

cooled through the Curie temperature. At that temperature, the developing 

spontaneous polarization will align itself along the polarization induced by 

the applied field, and a single-domain crystal results. Within a domain, all 

the cations are displaced in unison in one direction, giving rise to a 

spontaneous polarization (at no applied field) in that direction. This 

property makes lithium niobate crystals suitable for fabrication of domain 

inversion gratings. 

2.5 Temperature Dependence of QPM-LiNb03 

As one of the most widely used nonlinear optical crystal, LiNb03 is 

highly temperature dependent. This feature is useful in some applications 

but also limits the devices' performance. A Sellmeier equation for the 

extraordinary refractive index of congruent LiNb03 was derived by Jundt 

for theoretically modelling the temperature dependence [44]. The equation 

is in the form as: 

(2.41) 

Table 2.3 shows the values of the parameters in Sellmeier equation: 
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Parameter Value 
al 5.35583 
az 0.100473 
a3 0.20692 
a4 100 
as 11.34927 
a6 1.5334x 10-2 

bl 4.629x 10-7 

bz 3.862x 10-8 

b3 -0.89x 10-8 

b4 2.657x 10-5 

Table 2.3 Parameters of Sellmeier equation [44] 

For the temperatures expressed in degrees Celsius, the 

temperature parameter is given by: 

f = (T- T0 )(T + T0 + 2 X 273.16) = (T- 24.5)(T + 570.82) (2.42) 

For calculating the QPM period/\, the linear thermal expansion at 

temperature T should also be considered as: 

1\(T) = 1\o + a(T - To)l\o (2.43) 

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient of congruent LiNb03. 

Combining (2.41 ), (2.42) and (2.43), we can obtain the relationship 

between the QPM period /\, wavelength A. and temperature T shown in 

Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11 Temperature dependence of the QPM period (a) and wavelength (b) 
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As shown in Figure 2.11, for a certain QPM wavelength, the QPM 

period decreases as temperature increase. For a fixed QPM period, the 

QPM wavelength increases as temperature increase. The simulation 

results indicate that the temperature sensitivity of the QPM wavelength is 

about 0.137 nmrc for a congruent PPLN device with a period of 18.7 !Jm, 

which means about 10 nm wavelength tuning can be achieved by tuning 

temperature from room temperature (-25 oq to 100 °C. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MICRO-HEATER DESIGEN AND WAVGUIDE MODE 
PROFILE 

3.1 Micro-Heater Design 

Heat can be defined as energy in transit. The transfer of heat is 

always from a high-temperature object to a lower-temperature object. The 

object with higher-temperature transfers energy to the lower-temperature 

object, which increases its internal energy -this is called heating. Usually 

there are three modes of heat transfer, or energy transfer: conduction, 

convection and radiation [45, 46]. 

Conduction refers to heat transfer by diffusion through a solid 

material or non-moving fluid. It is analogous to electrical conduction. When 

there is a temperature gradient in a body, then the heat (energy) will flow 

from the hotter part to the colder region because the higher speed 

particles collide with the slower ones with a net transfer of energy to the 

slower ones. According to Fourier's Law: 

!J.Q KAf1T 
H- ----- !J.t - d (3.1) 

where H is the rate of heat flow in Watt which is also called heat flux, llQ 

is the quantity of heat transferred in Joules, K is the thermal conductivity 

(W/mK), A is the total cross sectional area through which heat transfer 
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takes place (m\ f1T = That - Tcold is the temperature difference of two 

part (K}, and d is the thickness of barrier (m). Just like the definition of 

the "current" in electronics, heat flux is the heat flowing across a unit area 

per unit time. 

Another mechanism for heat transfer is convection. It refers to 

heat transfer by mass motion of a fluid such as gas or water. There are 

two types of convection: free and forced. The free convection occurs 

because a high temperature fluid expands and becomes less dense and 

rises while the more dense cold part descends and patterns of circulation 

can be formed. On the other hand, an external pump can drive the fluid 

to transfer heat from one part to another. This is called "forced 

convection". 

Radiation is heat transfer by the emission of electromagnetic 

waves which carry energy away from the emitting object. Thermal 

radiation waves are usually in the infrared region for objects of ordinary 

temperatures. Every body can exchange heat by emitting or absorbing 

thermal radiation. This process can be evaluated using the Stefan

Boltzmann law: 

(3.2) 

where Pnet is the net radiated power, e is the emissivity coefficient, 0' is 

the Boltzmann constant, A is the radiation area, T is the temperature of 

the radiator, and Tc is the environment temperature. 
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For our device, conduction is studied as the only mode for heat 

transferring . This is a valid assumption because convection and radiation 

heat transfer can be neglected . As a sol id device using in a stable 

environment, there is no sufficient fluid medium convection . As well , 

using a simple calculation with equation 3.2, we can estimate that the 

radiation power of our heater structure design is less than one milli-Watt, 

which is negligible compared with several Watt total heat generation . 

Micro-heater 

Buffer layer 

QPM-PPLN-WG 

1 .. 

Electrode area length =18mm 
~I 

Device length "' 21 mm (before polishing) 

Figure 3.1 Device structure diagram 
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Figure 3.1 shows the schematic diagram of our device structure. 

The conventional PPLN waveguide device is covered by a polymer buffer 

layer and a micro resistance heater based on Au/Pt/Cr triple layers is 

fabricated on the top. The length of the heater area is about 18 mm and 

the thicknesses of three metal layers are: 30 nm of chromium, 250 nm of 

platinum and 150 nm of gold. Platinum is selected as the heater material 

because of its good thermal conductivity, low resistivity, and high melting 

point. The chromium layer acts as an adhesion layer for the platinum 

layer attachment to the lithium niobate surface. The gold layer on the top 

is just for better Ohmic contact. The resistance is mainly influenced by 

the platinum layer's thickness because the resistance of gold layer can 

be neglected and the chromium layer is thought mainly to be the Cr-oxide 

which is formed during the evaporation. The buffer layer has two 

functions: separating the metal layer and LiNb03 waveguide to avoid any 

possible light leaking, and improving the uniformity of the heat distribution. 

Several heater designs have been examined. The straight line 

structure is designed and fabricated at first. Figure 3.2 shows the top 

view of the straight line micro-heater: the blue line is the waveguide and 

red rectangle is the micro-heater. The waveguide width is 9 IJm and the 

micro-heater width is 15 IJm. The resistance of the heater can be 

calculated as: 

pL 1.1 X 10-7 X 0.018 
RPt = A= 15 x 10-6 x 250 x 10-9 = 528 n C3·3) 
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Figure 3.2 Straight line micro-heater 

But when we test the device's performance, we find that the heat 

distribution of this micro-heater structure is non-uniform. We draw this 

conclusion by comparing the SHG tuning curves before and after 

applying the current into the micro-heater (Figure 3.3) . The SHG tuning 

curve without current injection is a Sine function curve which is almost 

perfect match with the theoretical simulation. But the SHG tuning curve 

with certain current applied into the micro-heater is rough and multi

peaks, which indicates that the temperature is non-uniform along the 

waveguide . After examining the device under the microscope, we believe 

that this problem is caused by the misalignment between the heater and 

the waveguide . It is hard to precisely align the heaters with the 

waveguides during the lithograph process since the waveguides are 

transparent. 
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To overcome this problem, a square wave shape micro-heater is 

designed to make the heater area more uniform (Figure 3.4) . 

Figure 3.4 Square wave micro-heater 
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But after simple calculation , we find that the resistance of this micro-

heater design is very large (>1 0000 0) . Then, we design a larger micro-

heater that can cover a group of waveguides. This design can make the 

fabrication easier and the test more flexible. 

1000 

~ (~m) 
150 150 

--------------------------------·-- --

Figure 3.5 Dimension and top view of micro heater area 

Figure 3.5 shows the dimension and top view of the periodic 

rectangular heater structure. The heater area covers a group of 

waveguides (blue lines in Figure 3.5) . Then , the resistance of the heater 

can be calculated as: 

pL 
Rpt = A 

1.1 X 10-7 X 0.069 
-----,-----~ = 2 02.4 D. 
150 X 10-6 X 250 X 10-9 

50 

(3.4) 
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The operational principle of the heater is the Joule effect. The 

power of heat generated by the current flowing through a conductor can 

be expressed as: 

(3.5) 

In our experiments, the current is applied by two probes from a 

Keithley 2400 source meter. The parasitic resistance of the source and 

probes is about 0.5 n then the power loss on the probes is less than 1%. 

Heater Power 

Thermal 
Capacity 

Effective 
Thermal 
Resistance 

Figure 3.6 Lumped Parameter Thermal Model for integration structure 

The simple lumped parameter thermal model of the integration 

structure is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The thermal circuit resistance is 

composed by three parts: thermal resistance of buffer layer, thermal 

resistance of LiNb03, and the spreading thermal resistance. The thermal 
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spreading resistance occurs when heat leaves a source of finite 

dimensions and enters a larger region . We treat the micro-heater area as 

a rectangular heat source (Figure 3.7) . By using the simulation software 

provided by the Microelectronics Heat Transfer Laboratory in University 

of Waterloo, we can estimate the effective resistance Rett = 50.47 KjW. 

Since 

H edge 

Figure 3. 7 Diagram of effective conductivity calculation 

p = Theater - Tsub 

Retf 
(3.6) 

and assuming temperature of substrate is room temperature. Then , by 

combining equation 3.5 and 3.6 we can reach a relationship between the 

injection current and temperature, which is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.9 Current dependence of QPM wavelength change 

Moreover, based on Sellmeier equation that we discussed in the 

Chapter 2, we can get the similar curve for the relationship between the 
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injection current and the QPM wavelength change (Figure 3.9). That is 

because the QPM wavelength is linear proportional to the temperature. 

3.2 Waveguide Mode profile 

There are two issues that need to be studied about the mode profile 

of APE LiNb03 waveguide with integrated micro-heater. The first is how 

thick the buffer layer can be to ensure the light propagating in the 

waveguide will not leak out into the metal layer. The second is how the 

buffer layer affects the mode profile compared with the normal APE 

LiNb03 waveguide. 

The fundamental of APE LiNb03 waveguide is easy [16]. The Lt 

ions in the LiNb03 can be exchanged by a number of hydrogen (H+) from 

the proton source under certain conditions. In the selected area the 

composition of the crystal becomes to HxLi1-xNb03 (x is the exchange 

ratio). This composition change induces the changes of both the 

extraordinary refractive index and ordinary refractive index. The 

extraordinary refractive index becomes larger, which can be used for 

confining light wave. Since the ordinary refractive index becomes smaller 

after PE process, the PE waveguide can only guide the light polarized 

along the crystal axis. For z-cut LiNb03, only transverse-magnetic ™ 

modes can be guided. The following annealing process has to be applied 
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to improve the stability and enhance the propagation loss. The more 

detailed fabrication procedures will be introduced in the next chapter. 

A lot of research work has been done to theoretically and 

experimentally characterize APE LiNb03 [47, 48, 49, 50). As shown in 

Figure 3.10 (a), PE process induces a rectangular area under the surface 

with the refractive index change: 

(3.7) 

where II. is wavelength in 1-Jm, and the value of parameters an are fit from 

experimental results. 

The exchange width is approximately equal to the window width 

opening on the mask for lithographical process. The depth of PE 

waveguide dp£ depends on the process temperature and time. Their 

relationship can be described as: 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where Dp£(Tp£) is a temperature dependent diffusion coefficient, DPEo the 

diffusion constant, QPE is the activation energy, and K is the Boltzmann's 

constant. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.10 refractive index distributions in PE (a) and APE (b) waveguide 

The thermal annealing process diffuses the protons to a deeper 

region from the surface, resulting in an extended graded index distribution 

and reduction of the maximum index change (Figure 3.1 0-(b)) . This 

distribution can be described by the following diffusion equation [50] : 

( 
1 ) 1 C(x,y) = b X b b 

cosh2 (~:) cosh2 (w ~Y 2Y) + cosh2 (w ~Y 2Y) 
(3 .10) 

(3.11) 

where b is a parameter associated with the shape of the profile , d x and d y 

are the effective depth in the vertical x and horizontal y direction , 

respectively as indicated in Figure 3.10 (b) . These parameters can be 
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reached by fitting the theoretical results with the experimental results. And 

w is the mask open width, nb is the substrate refractive index, tmPE is the 

refractive index change induces by PE process. 

The extraordinary refractive index distribution generated by the 

equation 3.10 and 3.11 is used as the input data for the commercial 

simulation software APSS from Apollo Photonics Inc. For the conventional 

APE LiNb03 waveguide simulation, the upper boundary of the waveguide 

is the LN-air interface. The refractive index of air is assumed as 1. The 

simulation result is shown in Figure 3.11 (a). We can find the light mode 

leaks into the air about 1.5 ~m deep, which means we need a buffer layer 

thicker than 1.5 ~m. 

Silicon oxide is a good choice for the buffer layer because of its 

simple deposition process and good thermal conductivity. But it is hard to 

deposite a silicon oxide layer with the thickness of several micro meters. 

We have deposited a silicon oxide film on the LiNb03 wafer at first. SiH4 

and N20 are mixed (90:70) in a vacuum chamber (650 mTorr) at the 

temperature of 300 °C. A 500 nm thick silicon oxide film is deposited in 10 

minutes under 50 W power. Because the limitation of the equipment, we 

can only achieved 500 nm thick film. When we input the light into the 

waveguide that covered by this silicon oxide buffer layer and the micro

heater layer, the output light is zero. All the light energy are absobed by 

the metal layer. If we input the light into the waveguides which are not 
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under the metal layer, nearly all light can pass through the waveguide 

(waveguide loss less than 0.1 dB) despite the coulping loss. In this case, 

we have to focus on the polymer materilas which can achieve thicker film. 

SU-8 photoresist becomes next candidate. 

Then for our integrated micro heater design, the surface of LiNb03 

is covered by a SU-8 polymer layer. The upper boundary is the LN

polymer interface. The refractive index of SU-8 photoresist is about 1.8. 

Using the same simulator, we can get the light mode results as shown in 

Figure 3.11 (b). From the simulation result, we can see that the effect of 

the polymer buffer layer is almost negligible. the light mode leaks into the 

polymer layer about 1.5 IJm deep, almost the same as the structure 

without buffer layer. So, the thickness of the buffer layer has to be larger 

than this value to ensure the light will not leak into the outside metal layers 

when propagating along the waveguide. 
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Figure 3.11 Fundamental TM mode profile for APE LiNb03 waveguide (a) 
and APE LiNb03 waveguide with a polymer buffer layer (b) 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVICE FABRICATION 

The whole fabrication process can be divided into three major steps: 

periodically poling [Figure 4.1 (a)-( d)], waveguide formation [Figure 4.1 

(e)-(f)], and micro-heater fabrication [Figure 4.1 (g)-(h)] . 

3inch Li1\"b03 Wafer 

(a) 

(b) (f) 

(c) 
(g) 

(d) 
(h) 

(i) 

Figure 4.1 Fabrication Process for PPLN with integrated micro-heater 
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4.1 Fabrication of QPM Gratings 

Although crystal manufacturers have reached a state to easily 

provide LiNb03 wafers in 125 mm diameter, considering the cost and 

fabrication difficulty, 3-inch and 4-inch wafers are commonly used for 

optoelectronic guided-wave devices. In this project, our fabrication 

process begins with a z-cut 3 inch LiNb03 wafer [Figure 4.1 (a)]. 

Since the idea of QPM was first proposed in the 1960's [37], 

several different approaches have been developed for the fabrication of 

periodic domain inversion structure in LiNb03 and other possible materials. 

These fabrication methods include the modulation of the heat input during 

laser-heated pedestal growth, direct writing using an electron beam, and 

titanium indiffusion. Progress in this field was reviewed by Byer in 1997 

[39]. More recently, the most practical approach was originated with 

Yamada et al. in 1993. He used a static electric field to invert the 

orientation of the ferroelectric domains in a thin crystal wafer [51]. This 

method is usually called electric-poling technique. 

When an electric field, which is higher than the characteristic 

coercive field, is applied to a thin LiNb03 crystal wafer, the orientation of 

the spontaneous polarization is reversed. This leads to the sign reversal of 

the nonlinear optical coefficients. Then by defining a periodic electric field 

through some methods, we can achieve a periodic domain inversion 

structure in the LiNb03 crystal to satisfy the requirement of the QPM 
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condition . As shown in Figure 4.1 (b) , after the necessary cleaning 

processes have been carried out, the +z surface of a z-cut LiNb03 wafer 

was patterned with photoresist to define the poling electrodes through the 

standard lithographic processing . The linewidth of the electrode patterns 

are usually narrower than the QPM grating period , because the rest of the 

process will shrink the photoresist and expand the inversion area. After 

post-baking , the wafer is assembled into an apparatus shown in Figure 4.2. 

A high voltage is applied across the LiNb03 wafer from -z face to +z face 

by using a liquid electrode (saturated aqueous solution of LiCI) . Typically, 

the voltage is around 21 KV. Rubber 0-rings are used for electrolyte 

sealing . This setup is suitable for producing large-area domain-inverted 

gratings without the need for a vacuum or an insulator liquid. 

Shield 

+ 

Shield 

-- LiCI Solution 

Figure 4.2 Liquid electrode poling setup 
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The quality of a periodically poling structure is mainly determined 

by two factors : periodicity and duty cycle. The periodicity of the QPM 

gratings strongly affects the QPM wavelength , while the duty cycle affects 

the conversion efficiency. Maximum conversion efficiency can be achieved 

for a uniform grating structure with a duty cycle of 50%. Moreover, in order 

to obtain high conversion efficiency, the inversion interface must be 

perpendicular in depth. Figure 4.3 shows a microscopic picture of a 

periodically poled sample with a period of 18.7 1-Jm . As shown in the 

picture, a uniform QPM structure over a full three inch LiNb03 wafer is 

achieved . 

Figure 4.3 Microscopic picture of PPLN surface 
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4.2 Fabrication of Waveguides 

After completion of the domain-inverted grating structure fabrication, 

the second step is to fabricate optical waveguides on the LiNb03 wafer. 

The waveguides are fabricated in the direction perpendicular to the QPM 

gratings. A number of articles on the LiNb03 optical waveguide fabrication 

and characterization have been published. Optical waveguides on LiNb03 

can be catalogued into two types: diffused type and ridge type. Although 

ridge type waveguides have better light confinement than the diffused type, 

their fabrication techniques, such as wet etching, dry etching or wafer 

bonding, are not well developed yet. At this time, the most widely used 

fabrication techniques are titanium in-diffusion and proton exchange. 

Annealed/proton-exchange (APE) is the most important and 

attractive technique for fabricating single-mode, low propagation loss 

waveguides on PPLN wafers. Compared with titanium in-diffusion 

waveguide, APE waveguides have higher power capacity, higher ability to 

confine the light, and negligible electro-optical and nonlinear coefficients 

decrease. 

As shown Figure 4.1 (e), waveguide patterns are aligned 

perpendicular to the QPM grating. Stripe windows can be opened by 

either the etching or lift-off processes on aluminum, silicon oxide, or 

chromium mask layer. The thickness of the mask is -0.1 1Jm. Then the 

wafer with the mask is immersed in a proton source for proton-exchange 
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[Figure 4.1 (f)]. The molten benzoic acid is usually used at a temperature 

ranging from 160 to 240 °C. After several tens of minutes, the wafer is 

taken out. After cooling down and removal of the mask, the wafer is 

thermally annealed in air atmosphere for hours to reduce the propagation 

loss and to recover the nonlinear coefficient. The facilities for PE process 

and Annealing process are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. 

I J I I 

~··· Li~~] ~ 

1/\ 
j 

Benzoic acid 
LiNb03 \ 

Figure 4.4 Equipment setup for proton-exchange 
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+ > P~N Air > 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 

Quartz tube 

Figure 4.5 Equipment setup for annealing 

APE LiNb03 waveguides have some drawbacks [52] . Primarily, the 

refractive index profile in depth direction is asymmetric. This asymmetric 

distribution causes an asymmetric mode profile which leads to larger 

coupling loss in a fiber-waveguide connection . Secondly, APE process 

decreases the ordinary refractive index which means the APE waveguide 

can only guide the extraordinary polarization mode. In order to overcome 

these drawbacks, a technique called reverse proton exchange (RPE) has 

been developed [52, 53] . In RPE method, a reverse proton exchange step 

is added after normal APE process. This RPE process exchanges the 

hydrogen atoms back to Li+, reduces the H+ concentration in the vicinity of 

the surface and pushes the H+ concentration maximum below the crystal 

surface which causes the waveguide to be buried. This process also 

slightly increases the ordinary refractive index, which allows for the 

ordinary polarization mode guiding . Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of 
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APE waveguides and RPE waveguides. RPE waveguides can provide 

symmetric shape of the waveguide modes for better fiber-waveguide 

coupling and better overlap between the interacting modes with different 

wavelength makes the conversion efficiency much higher than APE 

waveguide. Moreover, synchronously guiding TE and TM mode can be 

used for some Type-11 QPM devices in certain applications. 

APE RPE 

Figure 4.6 Comparisons of APE and RPE waveguides 

Figure 4. 7 shows a typical apparatus for RPE process, the APE 

waveguide is immersed into a Lt rich melt (eutectic salt of 

LiN03:KN03:NaN03 with mol ratio of 37.5:44.5: 18.0) at 326 oc for 90 

minutes. Stirring of the eutectic salt is necessary to obtain uniform RPE 

waveguides. 
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Stirring rod 

APE: LiNb03 

Temperature 
Controller 

Thermal sensor 

LiN03 : KN03 : NaN03 eutectic salt 

Figure 4.7 Equipment setup for RPE process 

4.3 Buffer Layer, Mico-heater and Dicing 

The third major step is the micro-heater structure fabrication . A 

polymer layer, around 20 1-Jm thick is spun on the surface to act as a buffer 

layer [Figure 4.1 (g)]. The polymer we used in the process is SU-8 

photoresist from MicroChem Inc. The SU-8 is a negative, epoxy-type, 

near-UV photoresist (365 nm). The refractive index of SU-8 is about 1. 7 to 

1.8. The film thickness is highly dependent on the spin speed. In our case, 

a 20 1-Jm thick film layer is achieved at the spin speed of 2,500 rpm. Since 
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there is no structure for this buffer layer, the wafer with SU-8 photoresist is 

placed on a hotplate at the temperature of 200 oc for hard bake (curing). 

a.) Spin coat with underlying layer and overlying 

b.) Expose open area to UV 

c.) Develop in standard developer 
(underlying layer overetched) 

d.) Directional sputter film 

e.) Lift off and clean 

Figure 4.8 Lift-off process 

Then a Cr/Pt!Au multi metal layer with the thickness of 30 nm /250 

nm /150 nm is deposited on the PPLN sample. The pattern of micro-

heaters is fabricated by a standard lift-off process as shown in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.9 shows a microscopic picture of the micro heater electrode. 
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Figure 4.9 A microscopic picture of the micro-heater 

After all these procedures have been completed , the 3-inch LiNb03 

wafer with QPM gratings, APE waveguides and micro-heaters are cut into 

small pieces of samples by a dicing machine with a diamond blade. Due 

to the dicing process, the edges of samples are very rough . Both two 

sides of the device have to be polished in final. High quality of the polished 

edges are very important for reducing the coupling loss in the fiber

waveguide connections. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS DISCUSSION 

5.1 Wavelength Converter Packaging 

Efficiently coupling the laser light into the APE LiNb03 waveguide is 

one of the key design issues for both experimental and practical 

applications. For most cases, the single mode fiber is directly aligned with 

the waveguide for coupling the light without any other optical components. 

Proper alignment is very critical and important. There are three types of 

misalignments that affect the coupling efficiency when a single mode fiber 

is aligned with a waveguide [54]. 

The first form of misalignment is called transverse misalignment. It 

refers to any possible displacement between the center axis of the fiber 

and the waveguide. A schematic diagram of transverse misalignment is 

shown in Figure 5.1. This form of misalignment can exist anywhere in the 

planes parallel to the plane of the fiber or waveguide facets. 
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Figure 5.1 A transverse misalignment between a fiber and a waveguide 

The power transmissivity dependence upon transverse 

misalignment can be given as [54] : 

( 
2d

2 
) T = T MAX exp - 2 2 

wf + Ws 
(5.1) 

where d is the displacement, and w1, w5 are the spot size of a single mode 

SMF-28 fiber and a lithium niobate waveguide, respectively . The different 

kind of expressions of these two parameters can be found in many 

research literatures. 

The second form of misalignment that may cause optical loss at a 

fiber-waveguide connection is longitudinal misalignment. As shown in 

Figure 5.2, the longitudinal misalignment describes the gap width between 

the fiber facet and waveguide facet. 

1 .. 

D .I 1 loo• ii,U ~~ ~~ 

Figure 5.2 A longitudinal misalignment between a fiber and a waveguide 
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The power transmissivity sensitivity for longitudinal misalignment 

can be determined from the following equation [55]: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

similarly as in equation 5.1, w1, w5 are the spot size of a single mode SMF-

28 fiber and a lithium niobate waveguide, respectively . 

The third important source of optical loss is called angular 

misalignment. Figure 5.3 shows an example of angular misalignment 

between a fiber and a waveguide. 

Figure 5.3 An angular misalignment between a fiber and a waveguide 

The power transmissivity sensitivity of angular misalignment can be 

written in the form as [54] : 

( 
2w Ws )2 T nl e WrWs 

T ( 8) = f exp - --'----'0'-'-:---------,---( 
(2rr)

2 
2 2 2 2

) 

w}+ wf 2(w}+ wf) 
(5.4) 
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where n1 is the refractive index of the medium between the fiber and the 

waveguide and ), w1, w5 are the spot size of a single mode SMF-28 fiber 

and a lithium niobate waveguide, respectively. 

From the equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4, we can easily find that the 

power transmissivity of Fiber-waveguide coupling exponentially increases 

with the value of the misalignments, which means the coupling efficiency 

is very sensitive to the accuracy of the alignment. 

In our case, the alignment issue is more critical. As a QPM-PPLN 

waveguide device with an integrated micro heater, the temperature device 

will be tuned from room temperature to over 120 °C. Using the linear 

thermal expansion equation 4.5, we can have calculated that the lithium 

niobate crystal has about 12 1-1m expansion in width with over 100 oc 

temperature change. This is unacceptable for the alignment between a 

SMF-28 and the PPLN waveguide which have only 9 IJm waveguide width. 

t::,.L 
-=a!::,.T 
Lo 

As a result, using a proper packaging method to fix the relative 

position between the fiber and the waveguide is necessary for the 

following experiments. The simplest way is using UV curable epoxy to 

(5.5) 

attach the fiber with the waveguide. The UV curable epoxy has several 

advantages. The first is that the UV curable epoxy can be cured by UV 

light at room temperature in less than 2 minutes while the normal heat 

epoxies require the device be placed in a high temperature for tens of 
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minutes. This advantage can minimize the possible misalignments and 

induced stress during the curing process. Moreover, the UV curable epoxy 

that we use for package has a refractive index of about 1.5 at the 

wavelength around 1550 nm. This value is between the refractive index of 

the fiber and lithium niobate waveguide which can reduce back reflection 

at any of these facets . 

...-- uv light --.. 

SMF-28 SMF-28 

QPM-PPLN WG with micro heater 

Figure 5.4 The fiber-to-waveguide connected by UV curable epoxy 

Figure 5.4 shows the experimental process for connecting the 

single mode fiber to the QPM-PPLN waveguide by UV curable epoxy. 

Both input and output fibers are aligned to the device using the 3-axis 

alignment stages. At first, with the assistance of a microscope, the input 

single mode fiber and an output multi model fiber are manually aligned to 

the waveguide. The multi mode fiber used here is for more easily catching 

the light. Then the input fiber is connected to the light source and the 
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output fiber is connected to the power meter. A coarse alignment is 

initially operated manually to detect the light signal. Once a signal power 

on the mW scale is detected by the power meter, the light is successfully 

being coupled into the waveguide. Then the output multi mode fiber is 

changed to another single mode one. After this, we used a piezoelectric 

controller to precisely align the input and output fibers till reaching the 

maximum power at the power meter. 

After the alignment of the input and output fibers to the device, UV 

curable epoxy is applied to the small gap between the fiber and the 

waveguide. We use OG146 UV curable epoxy from Epoxy Technology Inc. 

Before curing by a UV light source, realignment might be needed to adjust 

the misalignment caused by doping the UV epoxy. Both points are cured 

under a UV light source for two minutes to reach the solid connection. 

Figure 5.5 shows the fiber-waveguide joint after UV curing under a 

microscope. This joint is very delicate and sensitive to any mechanical 

stress, since the cross-sectional area is so small. If more mechanical 

durability is required for applications, it would be worthwhile to cure the 

input and output fibers to the same surface that the lithium niobate 

substrate is attached to and using some components to raise the fibers to 

be the same height as the waveguide. 
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Figure 5.5 A UV epoxy fiber-waveguide connection joint 

In order to validate that this simple package is effective for reducing 

the misalignment caused by thermal expansion effect, we use an external 

bulk oven to change the temperature of the device while a certain power 

of light goes through the device. By monitoring the power change, we can 

verify if there is any coupling loss change. The schematic diagram of this 

experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.6. We use a tunable laser (HP, 

model : 81640A) as the light source. After being amplified by an erbium 

doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) (Oprel , model : OFA20D-2211 S) , the laser 

light is inputted into the fiber and goes through the device. The output fiber 
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is connected to a power meter to measure the output power. The 

wavelength of the tunable laser is set to a wavelength that is a little bit far 

from the device's QPM wavelength to eliminate any possible nonlinear 

interactions which might be effect the output power. 

Tunable Laser 

EDFA 

Temperature 
Controller 

Device 
Power meter 

Figure 5.6 Experimental setup for the fiber-waveguide connection package 
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Figure 5.7 Output Power dependence upon Temperature 
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The test result is shown in Figure 5. 7. At room temperature (27 oC), 

the output power is about 7.4 mW. When the oven's temperature reaches 

120 oc, the output power is 6.8 mW. The power drops 8.11% from the 

initial value. The reason for this decrease is the different thermal 

expansion coefficient between the optical components and OG146 UV 

epoxy. This value is much better than directly coupling the fiber with the 

waveguide, which might be lost all the signal power with 10 oc 

temperature change. Especially for our wavelength tuning experiments, 

this value is acceptable because we are more concerned more about the 

wavelength shift rather than the power change. 

5.2 Electrical characterization 

Before investigating the optical properties of the device, some 

electrical characterization of the micro-heater are necessary. The 

electrical characterization setup is very simple as shown in the Figure 5.8. 

The device is placed on an external oven (Thorlabs, model PV40), which 

is connected to a temperature controller (Thorlabs, model TC200). Two 

micro-probes are used for the connection between the micro-heater and a 

source-meter (Keithley, model 2400), which can work for current supplying 

and voltage or resistance measurement at the same time. 
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PPLN with micro-heater 

Keithley 2400 
Source-Meter 

Probes 

•••• 
Oven 

Temperature 
Controller 

Figure 5.8 Electrical characterization setup 

One of the interesting features of this integrated multi-layer metal 

micro-heater design is that the metal layer can also act as a temperature 

sensor while it is working as the micro-heater. That is because the 

resistivity of metal materials is strongly temperature dependent. At high 

temperatures , the resistance of a metal increases linearly with 

temperature. As the temperature of a metal is reduced , the temperature 

dependence of resistivity follows a power law function of temperature. 

Therefore , in the temperature range that our device works for, the 

resistance of the micro-heater linearly increases with temperature which 

can be simply written as: 

R = R0 + at::.T (5.6) 

where R0 is the initial resistance, a is the temperature coefficient, and t::.T 

is the temperature change. 
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Figure 5.9 Micro-heater Resistance versus Temperature 

At room temperature (27 oc), we measure that the resistance of the 

micro-heater is 218.7 0. This value is bigger than the value that we 

calculated in the Chapter 3 because of some of the alloy effects between 

different metal layers during the fabrication process. To validate the 

relationship of equation 5.6 and find out the temperature coefficient of the 

micro-heater, the device is heated from room temperature to 120 oc by 

the oven, while the resistance is being measured at the same time by the 

2400 source-meter. Then we get the temperature dependence of the 

micro-heater's resistance as shown in Figure 5.9. The temperature 

coefficient can be simply calculated as 0.558 nrc. 

Then by using the source-meter, we can measure the resistance 

while applying the working current. The resistance can indicate the 
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temperature of the micro-heater when it is working at certain injected 

current. 
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Figure 5.10 Temperature change with 25 mA injection current 

Figure 5.10 shows the temperature curve when 25 mA current is 

applied. We can see that 25 mA injection current makes the device heated 

to 31.5 oc. The temperature is suddenly raised in the first 10 to 20 

seconds and then tends to reach the 31.5 °C. 
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Figure 5.11 Temperature change with 125 rnA injection current 

When injecting 125 mA current into the micro-heater, the device 

temperature eventually reaches about 120 °C. The curve is rougher than 

at low current because that high temperature aggravates the heat 

exchange between the device and around components or air, which might 

causes the unstable of temperature distribution in the device. 
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5.3 Optical characterization 

According to the equation (2 .31) in Chapter 2, the second harmonic 

generation output power has a square of sine function tuning curve along 

with the fundamental input wavelength at certain temperature. The output 

power reaches the maximum value when the fundamental wavelength 

equals the QPM wavelength . The QPM wavelength depends on the period 

of the periodic-inverted grating structures (5.7). For a certain device, the 

period of the QPM grating is defined by the poling process. Then to tune 

the QPM wavelength , we need to change the temperature of the device 

which leads the change of refractive index based on Sellmeier equation 

2.41. A schematic diagram of this process is shown in the Figure 5.12. 

The SHG tuning curve shifts towards to the long wavelength while the 

temperature is increased from low to high . 

''•'' 
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Figure 5.12 A schematic diagram of temperature tuning process 
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To test the tunability of our MicroHeater-integrated PPLN 

waveguide device, we build an experimental setup as shown in Figure 

5.13. 

Keithley 2400 
SourceMeter 

PPLN with micro-heater 

OSA 

Figure 5.13 Experimental setup for wavelength tuning range test 

Instead of using a tunable laser, we choose a broadband light 

source. We found that the tunable laser output power sometimes drifted 

back and forth due to the variety of the tunable laser's polarization . 

Moreover, since the broadband source can simultaneously output light 

with a wide and continuous wavelength range , we can directly observe the 

QPM tuning curve on OSA by instead of waiting for the tunable laser to 

scan for minutes. The broadband source (JDSU, model : BBS1550+1 FA) 

can provide 20 mW light with the wavelength around 1550. The EDFA is 

used to amplify the fundamental light. Since the SHG output power is 
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proportional to the square of input fundamental power, high input power 

can enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Figure 5.14 shows the 

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) output spectrum from the EDFA. 

-20f-

l 
I 

-22 ~ 
I 

·i!~s------- 1-s'.i-o---- -- -1~s -- --- --dso -- - -- - -,s\5 -- - - - - 1~o- -- - --- 1-~s 
Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 5.14 Broadband source+ EDFA output spectrum 

The simple package that was mentioned in the first section is 

connected to the output of EDFA. The amplified fundamental light passes 

through the QPM-PPLN waveguide. The output single mode fiber is 

connected to an optical spectrum analyzer (ANDO, model : AQ6315A) . 

The resolution of OSA is set at 0.1 nm. The device is placed on a heat 

insulated holder (made by Teflon) . As the same of electrical 

characterization setup, two micro-probes are used for connection between 
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the micro-heater and the source-meter. Figure 5.15 and 5.16 show the 

pictures of the device holder and the equipments used in the experiment. 

Figure 5.15 Alignment apparatus of the QPM-PPLN with integrated micro heater 

Figure 5.16 Additional equipments used for test 
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At room temperature, we have achieved the SHG output spectrum 

curve which is almost perfect match the theoretical curve (Figure 5.17). 

Fundamental W;wehength \nml 

Figure 5.17 Theoretical and experimental SHG tuning curve 

Then we apply the current by the 2400 source-meter to investigate 

the shift of QPM-PPLN waveguide tuning curve along with the current. 

The injection current is set to six different values, with a 25 mA increased 

at each point. Then from the OSA, we observe the significant "red shift" of 

the SHG output spectrum when the current is increased. The shape stays 

the same when the spectrum shifts from short to long wavelength. 

However, the output power decreases when the temperature is high. Two 

reasons might cause this phenomenon. The first is that the increased 

temperature causes the thermal expansion of the device and the increase 

of refractive index, which equivalently increase the cross section area of 
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the waveguide. As shown in equation 2.31, the SHG output power is 

inversely proportional to the cross section area, thus the increase of 

temperature causes the decrease of SHG output power. The increase of 

the cross section area of the waveguide might also cause the change of 

the propagation mode of the fundamental light or generated light. Mode 

change leads to the change of the overlap of two beams which also 

affects the conversion efficiency. The second reason is that, as we 

discussed in the first section of this chapter, the input power decreases 

while the temperature is increasing because of the misalignment in the 

fiber-waveguide connections. This factor also decreases the conversion 

efficiency through the relationship shown in equation 2.32. Both factors 

cause the decrease of the SHG output power we have observed in Figure 

5.18. 
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Figure 5.18 SHG output spectrums under different injection currents 
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Figure 5.19 QPM wavelength versus injection current 
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Based on the results shown in Figure 5.18, we can draw a 

relationship between the QPM wavelength and the injected current (Figure 

5.19). The stars and the red solid line represent experimental data and the 

fitting curve, respectively. The blue solid line is the theoretical simulation 

curve based on the discussion in the Chapter 3. We can see that with 

125mA current applied, the QPM wavelength is tuned about 13 nm. As we 

mentioned in the last section, with 125 mA injection current, the device 

temperature is about 120 oc, the temperature sensitivity of the QPM 

wavelength for PPLN waveguide devices is about 0.138 nmrc which 

matches the linear relationship between the wavelength shift and the 

temperature shown in Figure 2.8 (b). To achieve this temperature, only -3 

watts electric power consumption is required, which is significantly less 

than the power consumption of the conventional external temperature 

control system (nearly 20 watts). The simulation value is larger than the 

experimental results, especially in high injected current, because in the 

thermal simulation mode, we assume that the heat exchange between the 

device and the environment is zero. Since our device is placed in an open 

environment rather than in a small sealed package, high temperature 

aggravates the heat exchange between the device and environment, 

which cannot be ignored when temperature is high. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 Summary of Research Achievements 

In this thesis, a novel integrated design for tuning the wavelength of 

second harmonic generation in a PPLN waveguide device has been 

demonstrated. Device design, fabrication and performances have been 

studied both theoretically and experimentally 

A Cr/Pt/Au multilayer metal thin film is deposited on a conventional 

QPM-PPLN wavelength converter with a polymer buffer layer to work as a 

micro-heater. When applying current to the micro-heater, the temperature 

in the micro-heater area is tuned, and thus the effective period of the QPM 

waveguide device changed due to the temperature dependence of the 

refractive index of PPLN, which leads to the change of QPM wavelength. 

In the meantime, by monitoring the resistance of the micro-heater, the 

temperature can be precisely measured. 

The QPM wavelength can be tuned from 1540.1 nm to 1553.12 nm 

by applying the DC current from 0 to 125 mA. The temperature sensitivity 

of the QPM wavelength for PPLN waveguide devices is about 0.138 

nmrc. The power consumption is reduced to 15% as compared with the 

conventional external temperature control system. This design can be 
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widely used in all applications of PPLN devices which need temperature 

control or tuning. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

Besides the achievements mentioned in this thesis, there are still 

many improvements that should be done in future. 

The thermal distribution in the device should be analysed in detail. 

More accurate thermal mode can help to further optimize the design of the 

micro-heater to achieve lower power consumption and fast tuning speed. 

The device should be optimized to achieve high and uniform 

conversion efficiency over the entire temperature range. A Ridge 

waveguide structure might be a better solution. 

Potential application in Mid-IR light generation by DFG should be 

studied. In the DFG process, the same temperature change leads to much 

larger wavelength tuning. This integration design may help to build 

compact tunable Mid-IR light sources. 
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